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Technology has evolved tremendously over the years. Around 
2010, it  exposed us to a new way of communication which we 
call Social Media. Social Media is used in many different ways 
to interact for personal and business purposes. Therefore, 
many companies use platforms, such as Facebook and LinkedIn 
to find customers to sell their products. 
Social Media will be the only channel used by businesses to 
market their products or services. 
Introduction
Social Media and Their use  in Marketing
• LinkedIn- A Social network specifically designed for 
career and business professionals to connect .
• Facebook- An online community in which people 
create profiles to keep in touch. Also used by business 
to promote and sell their products or services.
• Instagram- A Platform used to post pictures and 
videos. One of the best platforms for companies like 
Nike to post new ads or Updates on upcoming 
clothing and shoes
• Snapchat- A multimedia messaging application that 
allows users to capture and send life photos and 
videos.  The media files can be posted privately or 
publicly. Famous people, like Dj Khaled uses it to 
promote brands like Dove and Jordan's
• Twitter- A Platform where people or businesses 
‘Tweet”  messages or promotions that allows all their 
followers to share.
• Pinterest An online platform which allows users to 
post pictures or videos to share with users. A good 
way to post ads for businesses.
Hypothesis
Interesting FactsResults From Related Studies
Marketing plays a critical role in the growth of any business 
establishments.  Therefore, using effective and efficient 
techniques when advertising play a critical role for such 
growth and success.  One of which is the use of Social Media. 
For the huge increase of number of users to Social Media 
platforms and their positive roles in customers’ engagements 
and loyalty,  Social Media usage in Marketing will dominate 








• Many scholars researched the use of Social Media in 
Marketing for its popularity among users.  The 
outcomes of those studies show a positive impact of 
those Media on the Marketing techniques used. In a 
research “Effect of Social Media Marketing On 
Consumer Engagement and  Its Impact on Brand 
Loyalty in Caring Colours Cosmetics”, The results 
indicate that the use of Social Media to interact with 
consumer engagement and brand loyalty has a 
significant impact on customers. They note that using 
Facebook platform to engage with their consumers 
has made the customers more loyal and has given 
them a mean to share their suggestions or 
recommendations with the company which will 
positively impact the company’s growth. 
• Many companies and small businesses has adapted 
Social Media to make profit and attract new 
customers. In a Journal named “Social media: The 
new hybrid element of the promotion mix”, a study 
shows the affects of adapting the use of Social Media 
in Marketing. It states that Social Media allow 
businesses to engage with hundreds or even 
thousands of customers. 
• Below is a chart that illustrate the part of Social 
Media in the marketing process.
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• Instagram earns $595 million in mobile ads revenue 
per year.
• Twitter’s revenue is up 8% YOY.
• 59% of Americans with social media accounts said it 
was much easier to contact customer support to get 
their questions answered.
• Over 50 million businesses use Facebook Business 
Page.
• 2 million businesses use Facebook for advertising.
• 93% of  users with a Pinterest account use the platform 
to purchase items or at least plan it ahead of time. 
• About 40% of LinkedIn users purchased the premium 
account.
• More than 50% of adults use multiple social media 
platforms a day.
• 87% of advertising revenue come from Facebook 
mobile ads
